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Convention 2021 in Carlsbad, CA: May 13-18, 2021 

Frequently Asked Questions 
As communicated by way of a video message from the PTNPA Board of Directors the Annual Convention 
at Hyatt Aviara/Four Seasons originally set for January 2021 has shifted to May 13 – 18, 2021. Related 
information and FAQs are below. PTNPA is very eager to continue established and proven traditions and 
business meetings – and we will gather as quickly as we can and when it is safe, and legally allowable to do 
so. 

Q:  The Convention is always held in January at the beginning of the year, why postpone the timing 
that has worked so well? 

A: The PTNPA Board of Directors met to discuss this issue and assessed COVID-19 related science, 
public health and safety risks, financial considerations and risk, practical planning and member 
satisfaction factors.  It became very clear once all of these risks were evaluated, that trying to plan 
a successful event – one that delivers the high-quality PTNPA meeting that Members have come 
to expect – would simply be extremely challenging at best. Specifically, the hotel property has 
furloughed staff through September 2020 - and we would not have been able to begin planning 
the Convention until then at the earliest (Team PTNPA typically begins serious planning in July!).    

Q: We rely on information provided, presentations given, and connections made at the Annual 
Convention. What will PTNPA do to deliver value and information to Members in 2021 before 
the Convention in May? 

A: The PTNPA will continue to provide valuable information, in an accessible manner to PTNPA 
Members. The Board of Directors and our Committees will be convening on a regular basis to 
determine the needs and interests of PTNPA Members and we will keep you posted on our 
programs and plans – many of which may be virtual to begin FY2020. 

Q:  Why did the PTNPA pick May for Convention 2021? 

A: The May dates were simply the only dates in 2021 when the hotel property could accommodate 
the PTNPA and the space and guest rooms needed for our meetings, networking and Member 
accommodations. 
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Q: There are other industry events scheduled for May and June of 2021. Did the PTNPA consider 
that there are other meetings that PTNPA Members may want to attend? 

A: The PTNPA Board discussed this matter at length, and we wish our industry colleagues and 
affiliated organizations nothing but success. We had no choice to but to select the only dates 
available to us at the Aviara and hope that there is enough time between our meeting and others 
in order for people to attend multiple events and carry on with their set plans. The PTNPA 
Technical Forum is to be held in late June 2021 in Chicago so we completely understand the 
challenge with “tight timing.” 

Q:  Did the PTNPA consider a different location? 

A: The PTNPA Board, Team, and event planning group have negotiated at length with the Hyatt 
Aviara; the shift in dates at the same property was the decision that best met the contractual 
obligations for all parties, with the least financial impact to our organization. 

Q: How will PTNPA Members get valuable commodity related information early in 2021 if there is 
no Convention in January? 

A: The PTNPA Team, Board of Directors and Membership Committee and Convention Committee 
are working to ensure that critical and valuable information is made available to PTNPA Members, 
likely in a virtual manner in January. You can count on PTNPA to deliver webinars and other 
educational sessions to ensure you have information that is important to the industry and your 
business – now and as we enter FY2021.  

Q: What if COVID related concerns aren’t resolved by May 2021 and the California Governor, or 
other Regulatory Agencies aren’t allowing for travel or large meetings? 

A: We are tracking the guidance and ongoing COVID related regulations that we have been closely 
monitoring since March of 2020 and remain connected to CDC, FDA, FEMA, Association of 
Governors, and other sources that will help inform and direct our Convention planning. We will 
notify membership of any and all changes as they develop. 

Q: What if PTNPA Members are not able to attend due to travel budget restraints or concerns 
about being in a large meeting setting? 

A: The PTNPA and our Members will be required to follow any and all safety guidelines put in place 
at the time of the Convention in May 2021. Our hope is that safety protocols will be well 
established by then and that the precautions and guidelines in place will be more “normal” for 
PTNPA Members to follow with some practice and experience prior to the May Convention. 

Q: Will the PTNPA Convention still feature educational and networking events in the format we’ve 
come to expect and enjoy? 

A: PTNPA has every desire to make the Convention in May as close to the experience Members have 
experienced in years past. However, for example, we know that Football won’t be on the television 
in May but we will design a creative new option that we hope will be both enjoyable and effective 
as PTNPA Members gather to network. 
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Q:  Why did PTNPA make this decision so early and not wait until closer to January? 

A: The PTNPA Board of Directors met in June to evaluate our options based on the following 
considerations: financial impact and possible cancellation penalties, COVID safety protocols in 
place in CA which could impact our event, current and potential future business travel 
habits/guidelines and scenarios, PTNPA Member and PTNPA Team safety (both during travel and 
while on site in Carlsbad). Also, we are currently unable to plan for a Convention in January with 
the Aviara having furloughed event planning staff through September 2020 (at the earliest). 
Waiting any longer would have resulted in greater financial penalties – along with the fact that no 
other 2021 dates would have been available for PTNPA. 

Q: What if we have to cancel the Convention in May 2021 because COVID-19 challenges aren’t 
better? 

A: We certainly do not wish to have any delays in convening PTNPA Members! And, we will tackle 
that issue if it should arise. The only reason we would cancel the Convention is if we are legally 
required to do so based on local guidelines or other safety-related factors. If that is the case, we 
will make every effort to create regional events or other PTNPA Member-centric programs that 
would offer some modified, yet meaningful, opportunities for PTNPA Members to be together on 
a smaller scale.  

Q: Why didn’t the PTNPA consult Members prior to making the decision to shift the Convention 
2021 to May? 

A: The PTNPA Board takes their roles and responsibilities as Board Members very seriously. This 
was a complex decision – not made lightly – with financial modeling, event management and 
member experience scenarios all considered. Please be on the lookout for surveys and 
opportunities to provide your feedback to the PTNPA as we shift our focus for the Convention and 
the programs/value we will deliver for the balance of the year and in FY2020!  
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